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'You can't make up anything anymore. The world itself is a satire. All you're doing is recording it."
--Art Buchwald
wrfce sfriwss t exceed mediocrity
Maureen Sill
Usually takes pictures
Students working for the College's
newspaper, The Iffoster Voice, made
public remarks about their plans to
finish an issue worthy of more than
kindling on Monday, March 29, 2010.
Many have watched painfully as the
paper experienced several periods of
inconsistency throughout the past ,
several decades.
, Tenured professors
particularly grimaced noticeably at
these remarks, as they were actually
on campus to witness prior pitfalls
and "successes" of the campus paper.
Reporters admitted to other
reporters who told other reporters
that they might not have been trying
as hard as they could have when writ-
ing up 500 words on "some guy who .
came to Wishart to talk about the
environment in some Asian country
three months ago" or when trying to
write a fresh recount of a perform-
ance by the "Woostery Opera, or
whatever it's called." Claiming that
their intentions still remained pure in
October, it was mid-Novem- ber when
Voice editors began to feel the pinch,
"I mean, I'm like, a senior" said
news editor Allana Mortell, who
apparently was trying to explain a
struggle with motherfather time, but
was otherwise inarticulate. Spectators
can only guess that she was referenc-
ing Senior Independent Study as a
possible academic commitment con
Greeks to
The party hasn't happened, but several fraternities began their rituals of "pre-gamin- g" at the
Timkentables on Tuesday. Groups were told to vacate immediately (Photo by Maureen Sill).
Lanie Austin
Mom's Best Friend
As part of the Greeks' effort to
strengthen their relationship with
campus, the school's clubs and sec-
tions have unanimously voted to
throw a sponsored party in Timken
Library this Saturday. The Greeks
came, to this decision after many
strenuous voting periods and meet-
ings, many of which captured their
attention for close to 10 minutes.
When Andrew Vogel '10, presi-
dent of Xi Chi Psi, was asked what
prompted the choice of venue, he
replied, "We usually just party in
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suming her creativity and mind.
"Yeah," commented Mortell.
"Oh, I don't know," commented
sports editor Matthew Yannie. "I
tweeted about trying hard on my
column this week and put on my fit-
ted cap and lost a little momentum
after that," he adds. As of March 30,
three-doze- n YouTube video win-'do- ws
surrounded his Microsoft
Word document like a digital grave-
yard. Chris Weston and Maggie
Donnelly, Sports co-edit- ors, report-
ed approximately 2.3 sentences had
been written by Yannie as of press
time.
Students have loyally used The
WooMr Voice over the years for
awkward last-minu- te Secret Santa
gift-wrappi- ng, paper boats and silly
hats. Editors feel a sense of loom-
ing possibility, however, post-I.- S.
Monday.
"I'm no prophet, but I think I can
make people read this newspaper,"
stated one of the Voice's Editors in
Chief, Jonah Comstock. Conistock,
freshly accepted to Columbia
School of Journalism, was recently
spotted writing an article for the
Voice more than 12 hours before the '
issue went to print. His colleagues
admired his approach.
"I mean, Comstock is a real
stand-u- p guy. When he was writing
a story about some ... social move-
ment, or whatever, I was pretty
damn busy making grits. That's
throw all-camp- us party in Timken Library
Bissman, but we really wanted to
extend an invite to President
Cornwell and other faculty members
who might have had negative images
of us in the past."
For those of you who don't follow
campus geography, Timken, recently
dubbed "Pimpken" by the Greeks,
faces the President's home. "What's
more inviting than throwing a killer
bash right across the street?," said
Vogel. The Greeks have really put a
lot of thought into what would get
faculty to come and are hoping that
between deafening rave music, coma-ensui- ng
jungle juice and the standard
night of. binge drinking they will feel
fv If you are reading this right
now, you should know that
these minature boxes waste
at least forty minutes of our
time each week. How do you
think that makes us feel?
h Guess who8oesn't have a
mini box? NEWS. The
News Editors would like to
take this time to inform you
about ourselves: Allana
Mortell and Lanie Austin.
what people from Alabama do, and
I don't care what you say," com-
mented the Jbice's other editor in
chief, Andrew Vogel '10, in a noto-
riously unrelated comment.
At the urging of Conistock, edi-
tors reported that their collective
plan was to produce a "decent, or
something" issue of the Voice by
2010 commencement. Speculations,
however, predict that editors will
procrastinate on such an issue until
the final week of the semester, for-
getting that the Voice does not print
during finals week.
Still others say that readers will
likely not be able to tell the differ-
ence between a mediocre issue and
an ordinary one, for they simply
cannot be bothered by the task
known as "reading," and will con-
tinue to carry their New York
Times subscriptions in public so as
to appear relatively informed to
possible mates and professors. "I
mean, what do they expect?" mut-
tered an anonymous sophomore.
"Heading isn't something I do, it's
just something I talk about doing."
Ultimately, the strength of a collec-
tive effort at the hands of Voice staff
members remains unknown. Sources
report that a collective effort from
staff may last anywhere from seven
to 14 minutes, though, of course,
as you are reading The (I hosier
Voice, this figure remains unveri-
fied. But they're reading the Vice.
enticed to show up for the activities.
Another major influence on where
to throw the party came from the
idea that Greeks are not academical-
ly strong students. The Greeks are
sick of being labeled as '-'slac- kers"
and "un-sma- rt" and think that having
a party in Timken will send the right
message. "I have lots of thoughts
about things that are really impor-
tant, like the economy and stuff," said
Grainne Carlin 'l 1, vice president of
Alpha Gamma Phi. When pushed as
to what concerned her about the
economy, Carlin insisted, "No, seri-
ously, I'm freaking out." Carlin, who
could not be reached for further com
: i : :
Hey, features. FEATURE
THIS: Lanie Austin has bro-
ken her nose five times
which makes perfect sense
because she has no sense
of balance. DEAL WITH IT.
.
. ,, . Wm,t , -
4
The Voice Staff spends hours each week completing tasks
like taking beer breaks, passing out and tweeting inappro-
priate thoughts. Above, Allana Mortell '10 sleeps on piles
of less than mediocre issues (Photo by Maureen Sill).
ment, admitted during the interview
that she did not know w here Timken
was, nor would she be attending the
event on Saturday.
Although the event is definitely
slated to occur this Saturday, the
theme for the party is still up in the
air. Unfortunately, most of the good
themes have already beendone this
year so the Greek community faces
the daunting task of choosing
between "dress like your favorite pro-
fessor," "Wooster tartan," or "things
that start with G." In true fraternal
tradition, a vote will he held to deter-
mine the final choice, but then 20
minutes later be changed to "tight
and bright" by a fraternity suppress-
ing their homosexual tendencies.
The Greek community would like
to stress that everyone is welcome to
attend this event. Activities for the
party have yet to be determined, but
will most likely include grinding
with each other, making out in cor-
ners and puking in the study rooms.
In the past, many students have
expressed discontent over the fact
that they do not feel welcome at
'Greek parties, but hopefully these
activities will suppress the anxiety
many students may be having.
However, don't forget that cer-
tain guidelines still apply so that
conduct remains stable. Like every
other Greek event, no one who isn't
friends with Greeks, hook up with
Greeks, has loose morals or can
shotgun a beer in under 10 seconds
can come. For a full list of stan-
dards, you could refer to the Office
of Greek Fraternal Affairs, if we
Dear A&E Editors: Allana
wrote a script about old
people for her FYS. THIS
IS A HUGE ACCOM-
PLISHMENT! PEOPLE
NEED TO KNOW!.
: "
-- 1
had one.
The planning of this event had
been going smoothly until recently
when disaster nearly struck. The
leaders of the groups hit a recent
speed bump while looking for some
big-na- me
w
guest stars to host the
party. After being rejected by both
Beyond: and Mark Whalberg, club
presidents came to the agreement
that Beta Kappa Phi member Aaron
Gill '11 will assume the role of his
look-alik- e, tennis star Roger Federer
and spend the night offering tips to
improve your game along with auto-
graphs for $.5 dollars a pcice. The
money collected will be donated to
both Haitian relief anil to bail out
whichever Greek member ends up in
jail that night.
No matter what the outcome of
Saturday's party, this is a huge victo- -
ry for the Greek community, close to
being on the same level as health care
reform or naming the C-St- ore. Kate
Bovarnick '11, a member of Zeta
Phi Gamma said, "everyone is really
looking forward to this party,"
adding that she is in fact abroad and
could not confirm this statement, hut
that if for some reason people
weren't enthused, they were "proba-
bly just jealous."
As of press time, only Larry
Stewart had confirmed his atten-
dance. President Cornwell could not
be readied for comment, but was
spotted along with several deans anil
professors burning a suspiciously
similar looking invitation in a small
trash fire in his backyard while
"Highway to Hell" was on full blast.
i
ZL
NEWSFLASH TO
SPORTS: Not sure if
you're aware, but Allana
and Lanie are athletes.
We're not even athletic,
we're straight athletes.
2 Thursday section Editors:April I Allana robot MortellNews Lanie Austin
SSiMIl
CAMPUS
Cleaning staff to
invade ourprivacy
The Wooster Housekeeping staff
recently announced plans to start
swiping into people's rooms and
cleaning their rooms, completely to
unannounced. The idea started
after one of the cleaning staff, while
vaccuining a hall in Bissman, passed
out due to the smell emitting from
two of the rooms. "It was absolute-
ly disgusting. All I wanted to do
was swipe into that room and clean,
clean, clean," said Joyce Fueller, j
Head of Housekeeping.
Students should be forewarned to
dispose of any valuables or things
they may not want the cleaning
staff to see. On the upside, students
should look forward to returning to
sparkling and shining clean rooms
after their classes.
LOCAL
City to continue
ignoring potholes
The city of Wooster made a pub-
lic statement this week ensuring res-
idents that they have absolutely no
intention to fix the numerous pot-
holes plaguing local streets.
Residents have complained that the
potholes have caused serious dam-
ages to the alignment of their cars
and required hundreds of dollars in
repairs. j
Although the city has decided not j
to move on this issue, they did ;
acknowledge that more funds will be j
allocated to cleaning up the drug :
scene, ironically occuring around j
the outside of the Beall Avenue lj
Drug Mart. j
j
NATIONAL
Health care reform
i
UGHHHHHHHH
More than a week has elapsed i
since the passing of the health care :
reform hill. Everyone is still freaking i
out about it. The staff of The j
Wooster Vice would just like to
remind our readers how painfully i
boring of a topic this is. We encour-
age
j
our readers on the national level !
to go out and create some sort of
interesting news that we can actual-
ly enjoy reporting about. Thank you.
I
Blonde idiot to j
i
appear in Wooster j
Unfortunately, the College of
Wooster has chosen to allocate our
tuition dollars to bringing socialite j
and "performer" I leidi Montag as
this years' commencement speaker.
Montag has not supplied a pre--'
view of her speech to the adminis-
tration, as it was revealed that she is
in fact, illiterate. She did say, howev-
er, that she will he discussing rele-
vant
i
information because she once
considered graduating herself.
Wooster has publically acknowl-
edged that they will be supplying
Montag with additional funds to
continue her plastic surgery.
INTERNATIONAL
Historians discover
new evidence about
Bop She Bop She Bop
An archcologist from the
University of Florida recently dis-
covered new evidence concerning the
origins of the Bop in the Bop She Bop
She Bop. A manuscript discovered
during a dig seemed to indicated that
the Bop was added some time in the
fourth century BCE (prior manu-
scripts refer to it simply as the She
She.) The professor stated that it
was still unknown who had written
the manuscript, but whoever it was,
"he'd like to shake his hand."
Dots anyone actually read these?
The Vice Staff doesn't make mis-
takes. If you have a problem, tell it
to your therapist and get a life.
Sorting hat
Allana Robot Mortell
THIS DOES NOT COMPUTE
The incoming first-ye- ar class of
2014 has a very special treat in store
for them when they arrive on cam-
pus this coming August. In an effort
increase overall dorm satisfac-
tion, the administration has
enforced, for the first time ever, a
sorting hat ceremony to take place
one week before classes officially
begin.
After receiving a number of com-
plaints over the past semester from
the class of 2013 regarding their
disappointment and frustration with
their first-ye- ar dorms, Grant
Cornwell along with Dean Holmes
decided to take action. "I remember
one girl came in my office hysteri-
cally crying, whining about how she-fel- t
she didn't fit in living in
Bornheutter. She much rather saw
herself as a resident of Compton,"
Cornwell recalls, "It was heart
breaking and I knew at that
moment, something, anything, had
to be done."
Although it wasn't easy at first to
convince other members of the
administration to make these
changes for next year's class,
Cornwell and Holmes are quite
optimistic. "We're simply leaving
the decision up to the sorting hat.
New scholarship for diversity-minde- d
joNAH Comstock
Admits to white privilege
Citing concerns about increasing
diversity at Wooster, the College
has announced a new endowed
scholarship, The Thomas Stern
Scholarship for Diversity- -
Mindedness. The scholarship will
be given annually to a Caucasian
student who shows great dedication
to expanding diversity on Wooster's
campus. The scholarship, funded by
alumni donations, is the brain-chi- ld
ot the 1'anel tor Improving btudent
Self-awaren-ess and Engendering
Diversity, or PISSED, a student and
faculty group formed last year.
"We were racking our brains try--
ing to come up with an idea for get--i
ting more ethnic minorities to come
to The College of Wooster," said
Professor of History Aaron Collins,
"Finally looking around the
room at all the faces on the panel, I
. .
l I
i
to determine first-ye-ar
And I have no doubts the hat won't
sort students properly. I really can't
foresee anything going wrong,"
Holmes wrote in an official letter
sent from the administration to all
the parents of the incoming fresh-
men class.
By mid-Jun- e, all students from
the class of 2014 will receive a pam-
phlet outlining the four freshman
dorms. The information will include
a brief history of each dorm, the
official dorm colors, who the head
professor of each dorm is, the
dorm's mascot, the dorm's patron
and of course, the ghost that resides
in each dorm. Although each dorm
usually assembles similar types of
students, Cornwell doesn't want to
give false hope for the students over
the summer. "I'd rather not provide
a wealth of background about each
dorm," Cornwell said, "because
what if a student researches
Douglass Hall and then feels he or
she is fit to live there, but, come
August, the sorting hat feels differ-
ently? That could certainly become
a very messy situation."
For now, the administration has
been working on finalizing plans for
the opening ceremony, which will
be, in some ways, similar to com-
mencement All upperclassman are
expected to be present at the open-
ing ceremony, which will happen
realized what was needed: more
white people! White people who
care about diversity, that is."
Applications for the scholarship
will be made available starting in
the 201 1- - 2012 school year. White
students will be asked to complete
an essay about how they would
improve diversity at Wooster.
Three students will be given the
award, and preference will be given
to straight male applicants.
Tom Smith '12, a student member
of the panel, explained the idea
behind the scholarship.
"When it comes to diversity on
campus, everyone looks to the
minority groups on campus to talk
about diversity issues: The Black
Student Association, Allies and
Queers, the College Republicans,
you name it. But when we founded
the Panel on Increasing Diversity,
we limited the membership to white
students only. We wanted to prove
In completely unrelated news, President Cornwell has a
huge head (Photo by OPI). ' .
one week before classes officially
start. "I'm not at all happy about
having to be on campus early to
watch some stupid freshmen get
'sorted' into their dorms. I don't see
the point," commented Maddie
Malstead '11 Cornwell and Holmes
both expected negative feedback
from the upperclassman, but are
hopeful that once students enter the
ceremony, they will be pleasantly-surprised- .
"We do have a few tricks
up our robes," said Holmes, 'This
ceremony will be unlike anything
Wooster students have ever seen
before."
Although the administration
isn't divulging all the details about
that white people can be diverse, too.
That diversity is not solely the ter-
ritory of the diverse."
Clarence Beecher Allen was the
first black graduate of the College
of Wooster. Lacking a posse to sup-
port him, Allen made friends with a
number of white students, includ-
ing Thomas Stern, for whom the
scholarship is named.
"We chose Stern because he
was such a good friend to the
College's first black student," said
Collins. "For all we know, he
could have been the reason Allen
made it through school here."
Once at The College, Thomas
Stern Scholars will be expected
to contribute to student diversity
by raising it in conversation as
much as possible, and making
sure their fellow students never
stop discussing diversity.
"Things are never going to get
better Unless we talk about them,"
living fate
this day, Cornwell did want to
stress that all freshmen will march
two-by-t- wo into McGaw Chapel,
the site of the ceremony, wearing
Wooster kilts while the bagpipers
play in the background. Upon
entering McGaw, all students will
be greeted by the sorting hat,
which will be placed atop a wooden
stool in the middle of the stage.
Each first-ye- ar will be called to the
stage in alphabetical order and
Cornwell will then place the sort-
ing hat on each student's head.
"The minute that hat settles on to
each student's head, well, that is
when the magic happens,"
Cornwell said.
white people
said Smith, a philosophy major.
"So, ipso facto, talking about
things will automatically make
them better."
The panel has previously spon-
sored guest speakers to talk to
students about important diversi-
ty issues like white privilege and
how not to be accidentally racist.
President Cornwell is excited
about the possibilities the schol-
arship has for making Wooster
more diverse.
"Of course bringing students
of color to the College is an
important goal," said Cornwell.
"But what advocates of diversity
have to remember is that so often,
diversity begins with white peo-
ple deciding an institution needs
more diversity. And by honoring
and assisting those white people,
we can really make Wooster into
the global melting pot we want it
to be." '
Campus Security Reports
Mar 26 -- Apr 2 ,
Indiknl LaCillMl DateTime Incident - DateTime Location
Theft Fire Alarm
Stole from Mom's Mom's Truckstop 330, 1:08 a.m. Someone pulled the pull Bissman Hall 328, 4:44 a.m.
Stole from Mom's Mom's Truckstop 330, 1:15 a.m. station, no surprise there
Stole from Mom's Mom's Truckstop 330, 1:22 a.m. Someone pulled the pull Bissman Hall 329, 3:22 a.m
Danger to students results in release of student name: Lanie Austin station, seriously stop it
Students arrest security Walmart 328, 1:00 a.m. Someone pulled the pull Bissman Hall SSO, 2:45 a.m.
officers for stealing ,
'
station, Bennett started the fire!
Alcohol Substance
4 males seen on McGaw McGaw rooftop 329, 9:00 p.m. Unprescribed bottle of P.E.C. 329, 3:00 p.m
roof taking shots of Jaeger Viagra and steroids found in
Students arrest security Old Jaol 330, 2:45 a.m. students' backpack (it was so awkward
officers for being intoxicated Campus abuses adderall Literally, everywhere All the time
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Sometimes, even at an institution like The College of Wooster, it's easy to
doubt whether the power of the press is just a myth. It's easy to think that
the words of our editorials and exposes fall on deaf ears. That's why The
Wooster Vice wants to point out to the College a stunning example of the
power of the press in action.
One year ago today, this editorial page took up one of the hottest debates
of our time. Joe Besl and Jonah Comstock set out to hash out once and for
all the question of which is better: pancakes or waffles. Our words did not
fall on deaf ears. The College saw that students clearly preferred waffles and
within the next few months they eliminated pancakes from the Mom's menu.
Shortly thereafter, waffle irons were added to the Lowry Dining Hall. You
did this, Wooster. By putting your faith in the noble institution of the press,
you made real change happen. Be proud.
Save the corporations
On January 21, the Supreme
Court made a landmark civil rights
decision, finally taking a step
towards giving a much-oppress- ed
and misused
!
1
"
1 m i i in ' ' ' ' l
group in our
nation their
basic human
rights. This
group, who
have been pre-
viouslyjonahcomstook treat
ed as second-cla- ss
citizens, have been granted
personhood under the law. I am
speaking of course of our poor,
downtrodden corporations.
Think hard about the last time
you had a political conversation
about corporations. You probably
said some pretty hurtful things.
Movies like Michael Moore's
"Capitalism: A Love Story" and epi-
thets like
"fat cats" and tr i iii
"Wall Street iou a prooaDiy
pigs" are after good old
cruel, cienu
m a n i z l n g
names and it
because Wal-Ma- rt is a corpo-
ration, all those things
is despicable become evil. Well that, my
that we, as . .
Americans, friends, is racism.
allow our " ';
own to be treated in this way.
To take another example, a lot of
liberals are extremely happy about
this healthcare bill, and I agree that
it helps a lot of people. But who
does it hurt? That's right, the poor,
defenseless corporations. Health
insurance companies are losing
business and revenue. Other corpo-
rations are being forced to give
their own hard-earn- ed money to
sick employees in greater and
greater amounts. If this trend
keeps up, they won't even have a
few hundred thousand dollars left
to line the pockets of their C.E.O.'s.
If we wish to call ourselves a lib-
eral democracy, we have to start
standing up for all people, regard-
less of race, creed, religion, sexual
orientation, or incorporated status.
Because corporations are people,
too. And discriminating against
them, insulting them merely
because they are wealthy, because
maybe their executives have a little
extra weight, or because they "con-
trol the government" is still dis-
crimination, and it's still wrong.
"tt t ViceViewpoints
Lee McKinstry, Reluctant Hipster
Martian Dollinger, Pokemon Master
George Myatt, Fabulous
Madelyn Malstead, Whatever s-- L
Bloom, She Doesn't Even Go Here
Chris Weston, Sports Nerd
Matthew Yannie, Flow
Proof of Title IX
Ashley Farrar, Quidditch Captain
Grainne Carun, Dancing Queen
Emily Timmerman, Freshman Wonder
Nathan Comstock, Plucky Comic Relief
Jason Whine-Gard- t, Shalom
View
The Bible says "Judge not lest ye be
judged," yet we continue to judge
our corporate friends and deny
them their full rights under the law.
Look at Wal-Ma- rt. If Wal-Ma- rt
weren't a corporation, if it were
your next-do-or neighbor or your
best friend, you'd love old Wally.
The way he helps you get every
thing you need at such low prices,
the way he gives Grandma and
Grandpa something to occupy their
time, the way he pays for life insur-
ance for the folks that help him out
(and who could begrudge him that
the policies happen to be in his
name?). You'd probably name a
child after good old Wally. But just
because Wal-Ma- rt is a corporation,
all those things become evil. Well
that, my friends, is racism.
We stand at a crossroads in this
country with our treatment of cor- -
porations. We
i can return to
name a cniid the dark ages
Wally. But just and strike
down corpo-
rate rights
one by one, or
we can take a
stand for
equality and
justice and
treat corporations how they
deserve to be treated. Not just
first-amendm-
ent protection for
corporate speech, but making cor-
porations eligible for social securi-
ty, sending their kids to good
schools, and even; yes, corporate
suffrage. Because at the moment,
corporations are victim to taxation
without representation. I mean,
sure, they have lobbyists who can
try to sway the legislature, but as
second-cla- ss citizens without a
vote, what chance do they have?.
When corporations have the vote,
they'll be able to make sure corpo-
rate interests are no longer
ignored, but can drive American
policy. And one day, we can only
hope, we can only dare to dream,
we might see the mark of true
equality: a corporate president.
God Bless America.
Jonah Comstock has a big heart and
always sticks up for the little man. Tou
can contact him atJComstocklOwoost-er.ed- u.
If you'd like to join him on his
daily pilgrimage to Wal-Ma- rt
Don't" vrt 4 wronu be'ma
v "
.1 . .. I
cwh& back a Curb.,,
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I four rommU I
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Long-lo- st cartoon by Andy Kissinger. He can be reached atAKissinger10wooster.edu.
Dear Tootsie,
Now that I.S. is over, my owner
never visits me any more. What can
I do to overcome exhausting loneli-
ness?
I.S. Carrel 277
Dear I.S. Carrel 277,
A good makeover will help you feel
new and exciting. Look for decorative
flair, such as the latest Dinosaur Comic
or a motivational poster with a cute cat
on it, and maybe stock your shelves with
cookies or other stiacks. All of these will
surely turn a few heads and give you a
few visitors besides your owner. Failing
that, lock up and hide away afew library
books. When overdue fines go through
the roof, your owner will inevitably come
crawling back. Make sure you look cozy
when that happens!
All the best,
Tootsie
Dear Tootsie,
First time writer, long time fan. I'm
writing because I'm a graduating
senior, and there is one thing I still
have to do before I leave: woo the
heart of a certain female. My infatu-
ation started when I admired from
afar as she artfully ate applesauce
across from me in our FYS. Ever
since then, my heart melts whenever
I see her. Every day I daydream of
Cornwell's
From the day we learn to ride a
bike, we are taught to wear a helmet.
The statistics are staggering 50
percent of
children are
hospitalized
for bicycling,
in-li- ne skating
and skate-
boarding. ....... ... i . ..I and
ndrew'oyi;! diagnosed
with a brain
injury. Head injuries are fatal, yet we
can exponentially decrease our
chances of a head injury every time
we wear a helmet on a bicycle, skate-
board or motorcycle. Yet, these
safety precautions are complete-l-y
ignored by the president of
the College. Furthermore, not
only is he taking a risk every
time he steps on his moped with-
out wearing his helmet he is
setting a poor example for the
entire campus.
When President Grant
Cornwell arrived on campus in
the fall of 2007, he was the big
man on campus literally. He
was suave, tall, and had so many
ideas for the future of the College.
I Ie had more answers than Google.
Cornwell had everything even a
higher Q rating than George
Clooney. As president, Cornwell
was the picture of both substance
and style for two reasons. He was a
master fundraising strategist
and he drove a moped.
Cornwell's style though, comes at
a price. When Cornwell is zipping
around campus on a moped, his head
is as bare as the plot in "You've Got
Mail." Cornwell refuses to wear a
helmet, and this poses numerous
Wed rfo CAhibai jr by
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Dear Tootsie,
running away with her and forming
a punk band for children. Soon, I'll
have loved her for four years, and my
heart is ready to burst. The only
problem is that she has never once
noticed me. With five weeks left on
this campus, I need something really
special to win her heart. Any ideas?
Sexually Frustrated
Dear Sexually Frustrated,
This is surely an uphill battle; everyone
who knows this girl loves her, and every-
one who doesn't know her admires her
from afar. It's perfectly understandable
that you are so in love with her. Even I
canfigure out who you speak of
My recommendation is to get her room-
mate to let you into her room, and wait for
her naked on her bed. I think this will
work.
Good luck,
Tootsie
Dear Tootsie,
As I partook in one of my half-hour- ly
smoke breaks, I realized a
horrible thought: my favorite college
students are graduating soon. Is
there any hope of me finding joy in
life once Jonah Comstock '10, Grace
Hansen '10 and Chalkey Horenstein
'10 leave this school?
Sincerely,
Lonely Larry S.
risky lack
problems. For one, any uneven
Wooster brick that Cornwell's
moped hits will send our fair leader
careening off into the distance
injuring a handsome and sophistiT
cated head that the College is cur-
rently paying $373,880 per year.
Talk about a bad investment by the
Board of Trustees especially
ironic at a school with such a power-
house economics department.
Perhaps Cornwell doesn't want
to sacrifice his debonair image with
a dorky plastic hat. Who does he
think he is by not wearing a helmet
Ben Roethlisberger? Whatever
"Helmets can reduce the risk of
head injuries by more than 35
percent. Cornwell, however, con-
tinues to ride around on his
moped Using leSS protection
Jamie Lynn
' ,
Spears."
the reason, his logic is flawed
surprising for a guy whose academ-
ic background is supposedly in phi-
losophy.
Helmets can reduce the risk of
head injuries by more than 35 per-
cent. Cornwell, however, continues
to ride around on his moped using
less protection than Jamie Lynn
Spears. This guy can somehow fig-
ure how to fund a $30 million reno-
vation of the PEC in one of the
worst recessions in recent memory,
yet he doesn't know to wear a hel-
met. Can we get this guy on "Are
You Smarter than a Fifth Grader?"
Thursday,
April 1 3
l
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Dear Lonely Larry,
There is no such hope. The only reason-
able thing to do isfail Grace so she needs
to stay another year.
All the best,
Tootsie
Dear Tootsie
I think the squirrels are up to some-
thing. They've always been bold,
but I swear they were following me
everywhere today. I could see them
in my peripheral vision, but every
time I turned around, they'd scatter.
What could they be plotting, and
what should I do?
Utterly terrified
Dear Utterly Terrified
Arm yourself and get inside. Warn
your friends, bar the doors and windows,
and make sure all the vents are tightly
screwed into place. Judgment is nigh, and
survival isyour only priority.
Love, Tootsie
And that's how this Tootsie Rolls!
Tootsie may or may not be a cross coun-
try runner and the Managing Editor
for the Vice (tlte same one whojust fired
Marten) If you needfurther advice, you
might be able to find him.
of headgear
In other instances, it wouldn't
matter. We don't need to worry
about those Harley-Davids- on riders
on the interstate whose biceps are so
covered in tattoos that their arms
look like Michelangelo's Sistine
Chapel. It's safe to say their brains
are functioning so poorly that
requiring them to wear a helmet is
like requiring Stevie Wonder to get
a stronger eye-gla- ss prescription.
Cornwell, however, is not some
biker dude who just turned left out
of the trailer park. He is the presi-
dent of one of the best liberal arts
schools in the country. There isn't a
tough question this guy does-n- 't
answer head on or at
least sidestep artfully. This
guy can critically evaluate
Jean Paul Sartre's "Nausea,"
but he doesn't follow a rule
that most children learned in
second grade? How can his
than philosophy I.S. advisees take
h.m seriously
In Cornwell s defense, his
predecessor R. Stanton Hales
didn't ever wear a helmet
either. Then again, badminton play-
ers don't really need helmets.
If the past is any indication,
Cornwell has no plans to change his
hard-head- ed ways. As it is, we are
left with a president with such
fundraising prowess he could revive
the entire city of Cleveland in three
semesters, yet is unable to follow a
rule his mother instructed to him
when he was seven.
Although average-size- d, Andrew Vogel has
a Napoleon complex. He also enjoys mak-
ing jop culture references to get his point
across and thinks "Well that'sfair."
4Obama leads U.S. into
Let's get this clear right now:
Barack Hussein Obama is a great
guy, and a great president. This was
a man who used grassroots politics
1 f l.L
and change to
get elected to
the highest
seat in the
countryjonah:omstor. against
incredible
odds. In the months since he has
been in office, Obama has already
begun to effect significant
hange, pulling us out ot tne
financial crisis (with some
help), releasing the prison-
ers
Obama
from Guantanamo Bay
over(mostly) and passing a pret-
ty good healthcare bill.
As he showed in his State voice
of the Union, Obama is will
ing to stand up for biparti-
sanship and strike down dirty
Republican tricks. Even as those
damn, dirty Ik-publica- ns try to make
him a lame duck despite his Senate
majority, Obama is determined to
deliver what he promised: Change.
Mark my words, Obama's sinking
approval ratings are a phase that will
end when the Republicans finally
realize they are beaten, that Yes We
Can! will always be stronger than
Obama is,
My brother makes some good
points when he talks about the
things Obama is doing for this
country. But
in my opinion,r he doesn't gofar enough.
From the
moment
I first
nathanooms,!c".. s a w
Obama,
when he first won his Illinois
senate seat, I knew he would
someday be the best be
President the United States
has ever had.
From his beautiful choco-
late skin to his perfectly
muscled body, to his rich,
smooth voice that just makes
you feel like everything is
going to he alright, every-
thing about Obama says he is
a superior class of human
being. I think there's a rea-
son no other President has
been so definitively associat-
ed with the phrase "I've got a
crush on."
Obama will be good for
Apierica for two reasons. The
first is that he brings people
together. Anyone who watched
the 2008 presidential campaign
experienced a clear difference
between Obama's supporters and
those of his opponents. They
were young, attractive, happy,
energized, excited people.
Hilary and McCain's support-
ers, in contrast, were old and
depressed and annoying. If you
What is your favorite thing about The Wooster Voice?
- jm. ,i
L
Jonah Comstock '10
"The Wooster What? I'm
certain the only student pub-
lication I'm familiar with is
The POT. Perhaps you're
talking about an a cappella
group?"
11
No We Can't! and that if Obama can
win the respect and admiration of the
International Community in the form
of a Nobel Peace Prize, he can surely
win the respect of the warring polit-
ical structure in his own country.
The healthcare bill that Obama
came up with would have single-handed- ly
solved all healthcare prob-
lems. As the imperfect legislature got
their hands on it and started tearing
it apart on behalf of corporate inter-
ests, it lost more and more of the
golden perfection that infects every-
thing Obama touches. As a result,
"But over and over again,
manages to triumph
these odds, forever decree-
ing, in his signature bold, calm
that yes, we can."
the bill will not solve all of our prob-
lems, but it is still the most progres-
sive healthcare bill to pass in our
nation in years.
Obama flies all over tlie world
repairing the damage done to our
national identity by George W. Bush
and his Uncle Dick. He's made
friends with countries like Russia,
where antagonism helps no one and
reopened closed relationships in Iran
like, totally dreamy
need more evidence, just look at
Obama's inauguration. Never has a
presidential inauguration sold out
nearly so fast, or had so many peo-
ple trying to get tickets. Some
would attribute this to the historic
. significance of electing our first
black president. I would say, how- -
"From the moment I first saw
Obama, when he first won his Illinois
senate seat, I knew he would someday
the best President the United
States has ever had. From his beauti-
ful chocolate skin to his perfectly mus-
cled body, to his rich, smooth voice
that just makes you feel like every-
thing is going to be alright, every-
thing about Obama says he is a superi-
or class of human being. I think
there's a reason no other President has
been so definitively associated with
the phrase 'I've got a crush on."
ever, the real reason is people just
wanted to get close to him
because he's so darn lovable.
The second reason Obama will
be good for America is that he will
stimulate the economy. It's a well-kno- wn
fact that when people are
happier, they spend more money.
And who couldn't be happy looking
into that handsome face and listen-
ing to that charming, calming
voice? Obama can make the stock
c
Maureen 8III '10
"Once I got a photo of my
grandfather's nipples 011 the
front page of the Voice. That
is undoubtedly my favorite,
unless you count our high
standards for journalism."
Thursday, April 1, 2010
thefuture
and North Korea, pursuing a peace-
ful solution to nuclear disarmament.
On the other hand, he has stood up
to countries like Israel and
Afghanistan, forging peace by
telling Israel to halt construction in
the West Bank and demanding just
this week in Afghanistan that
Hamad Karzai step up his rebuild-
ing efforts and take a stand against
corruption. Once again, Obama is
forced to work with a broken world
created by years of Republican
waste, but once again his magic
Obama touch and Yes We Can! phi
losophy are gradually improv
ing the situation.
Obama is, quite simply, the
best president the United States
has ever had or will ever have.
Everywhere he turns, Obama
faces Republican opposition,
either from the past or from the
present. But over and over
again,Obama manages to tri-
umph over these odds, forever
decreeing, in his signature bold,
calm voice that yes, we can.
Jonah Comstock was devastated wlien
McCain lost in the '08 elections. He is
currently campaigning for Palin '12, and
was excited for Bristol Palin's appearance
on the hit TV show "Secret Life of the
American Teenager" on ABC Family.
market go up just by smiling at it
Could McCain have done that?
Could Hilary "Grumpy-face- 1
Clinton? I don't think so.
I couldn't agree with my broth
er more about the Nobel Peace
Prize. I don't think anyone has
ever deserved it more. I mean
sure Martin Luther
King Jr. made huge
strides toward
Civil Rights and
racial equality
but did he loo
anywhere near as
good in a suit
Obama?
I don't actually
know anything
about Obama'
policies. But I don'
need to I mean
look at the guy. He
has a beautiful wife
and two adorable
daughters. And he
bought them
puppy how cute
is that? I don
understand how
anyone could criti
cize someone so good-looki- ng and
well-spoke- n. In my mind, any one
who does is a racist bastard.
Five of our useful Vice extra credit
points if you caught the headshot mix- -
up between time two journalistic twins!
To claim your absolutely free copy of the
newspaper, go to the stand next to the
Lowry front doors! But don't be greedy
we rarely have any copies to spare.
Nathan Comstock is the actual author.
Kim Zolclak 'GEO
"My Voice? My favorite part
is probably how good it is. It is
definitely unique. You can hear
it in my hit new song 'Tardy
for the Party." I didn't need
NeNe to help sell it at all, either.
It was all my natural talent."
Wellness center cures
Because of the recent swine flu
scare across the Wooster campus, I
have made it a point to become much
more aware of
the health risks
that exist in a
college setting.
It is important
to take advan-
tage of the
hannahdiorlo-tot- h vast array of
knowledge and
resources that is readily available to
us as students.
Before coming to this school, I sim-
ply based all of my understanding of
the prevention and spreading of dis-
ease from places like my family MD
along with any other specialists that I
regularly saw. They diagnosed my
symptoms and explained what was
going on with my body.
Once I arrived at Wooster, I real-
ized that I had been wasting my time.
Now that I was in college and learn-
ing how to live on my own, I didn't
need to be explained anything when I
was sick, I could figure it out on my
own. I had just learned how to do my
own laundry, and now I had learned
how to diagnose my own sinus infec-
tion. It seemed like a natural progres-
sion of maturity.
The Longbrake Wellness Center
provides students with this much
needed nudge towards maturity. But
don't worry; they don't leave you high
and dry. They walk you through the
TheWooster
Vice
Behold surf program
Tir-- " n .: l U..1.1... r.. .V.r !... ...... .1 .1:"We're not talking about a hobby.
Never call it that bra, or someone
might shank you. Surfing is a way of
life."
So says Rob
Suave '13, one
of the many
advocates in
the College of
Wooster Surf
program,
knVronzak fondly referred
to as "COW
Surf." They've been working for over
335 years to date before the college
was even founded to try and bring
surfing into either the curriculum or
as a club on campus. And this year
their dedication is finally beginning to
pay off.
As a newcomer to COW Surf, I w as
initially thrown off by the program.
To be honest, I had always thought it
was a joke. I've surfed a few times
before, so I know there are logistical
issues. A surfing program in the mid-
dle of Ohio? Where would they even
get the water? How would they deal
with the usually-chill- y temperatures?
Would they receive enough funding
for such an expensive hobby
excuse me, "way of life?'"
Curious about these questions and
more, I joined. A single meeting was
more than enough to put all of my
questions to rest. COW Surfs hasn't
been working so hard for so many
centuries for nothing.
Unknown to many of the College's
students, there actually is a body of
water with nearly ideal surfing condi-
tions located 15 minutes from campus.
"Miller's Pond is almost 30 yards
across and when the wind blows just
right ... I've never seen anything like
it. Who needs the crowds and pres-
sure of California and Hawaii? We
have an isolated location with waves
reaching nearly 4 inches that's a super
short drive from campus. I couldn't
ask for anything more," said Ann
Agwa '10, the current president.
process. For example, never, before
did I think I would find such a treas-
ure trove of remedies for curing the
common cold! The Cold Care Center
at the Longbrake was like nothing I
had ever seen before. Zinc tablets,
chicken soup and vitamin C, who
knew? My doctor at home would pre-
scribe antibiotics. But no pharmacy I
know has honey sticks on the counter.
Not only has the Longbrake saved
me a trip to Wal-Ma- rt, but they also
have taught me several tips that have
helped me battle countless illnesses. ,
Tip number one: gargling salt is the
way to handle most diseases. Tip
number two: you should always be
suspicious of pregnancy. If you
have a sore wrist, it is important to
ask yourself: "Could I be pregnant?"
Tip number three: Height, weight,
and blood pressure should be taken
every couple hours. Even if sleep is
the most essential part of your
recovery, it is more important to be
woken up for these vitals to be taken.
Tip number four: Ibuprofin or a
Zpack will fix it.
So next time you feel a tickle in
your throat, remember that you have
all the tools you need right down by
Wagner. Sometimes I wonder why
we even have a local hospital.
Hannah Diorio-Tot- h is a regular visitor
to the Wellness Center each semester. She
believes in the healing powers of honey
and drinks six cups of coffee a day.
But some of the students disagree,
which is why we have been striving to
bring dream surfing conditions
directly to campus more specificall-
y, to the Physical Education Center
which is currently being 'revamped.
Although it can be found in the blue-
prints, most people don't know that
almost l3 of the gym is actually
going to be a surfing pool, complete
with machine-produce- d waves, 85
degree water, and a current that will
allow students to sail on forever,
rather than eventually hitting the wall
or running out of waves. These
advances will be powered by the coal
plant located on the south side of
campus. A swimming pool isn't cur-
rently in the plans for the PEC.
"Only the swimming and diving
teams ever used the pool anyway,"
Agwa said. 'There are really so many
more surfers. A surfing pxl will be
much more popular, and probably
bring in a lot of revenue for the
school once we all start going pro and
winning competitions."
I couldn't agree more. I hate to be
the parrot, but to say what's on every-
one's mind; these truly are difficult
economic times. The initial cost may
be severe, as you may have noticed
from President Cornwell's tuition let-
ter, but once the pool is done and we
can get out there and really do our
thing, you'll wish you were a surfer
too, so you can make bank just like us.
As COW Surf founder Serf Moore,
class of 1675, said to his adversaries,
"You may be a doctor, or a lawyer, or a
banker and make tons of money, but
do you live? We live the dream. And
we want to bring this dream to every-
one in the world. Whether you've
realized it yet or not, we all ride the
waves at heart."
Kris Fmnsak enjoys extreme sports and
sunlight. Slut is willing to pay any price to
get wluit she wants. She is the reason for the
yearly tutit ion increase. She lives on an iso-
lated 'ishitid.
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Student program housing adds a
Maddie Malstead
Vice Organizer
To combat the anticipated hous-
ing crisis that the College will be
experiencing this upcoming fall,
proposals have been made to create
a new program house. The pro-
gram house, modeled after those
already existing for first years --
Miller Manor and Westminster
Cottag- e- would combine the stu-
dent living experience with local
outreach. Students of the program
would be living in a combined
space with residents of the
Wooster community affection-
ately known as "Wooster Wild."
In an effort to bridge the gap
between the College and the com-
munity, the program house will be
taking on disadvantaged residents,
many of whom have dealt with
issues such as chronic unemploy-
ment, drug use or jail time. It will
be the student's job to help their
disadvantaged roommate overcome
his or her strife. The interactions
will be recorded on film and will air
Library reduces operating hours
Chalkey Horenstein
Secretly loves Maria Prendergast
In continuing efforts to make the
Wooster campus greener,
Greenhouse has worked with Gault
Library officials to shorten their
hours. This tactic, Greenhouse hopes,
will reduce unnecessary energy use
on the campus' behalf.
"We thought about doing some-
thing more productive, like turning
off all the lights in classroom build-
ings when they're closed, but we felt
this would be more influential," said
Greenhouse president, Austin Liquor
'10, "This is something people will
notice. We'll definitely raise aware-
ness alxnit going green."
The new hours consist of Monday
through Thursday from noon to 4
p.m. and Friday from midnight to 3
a.m. The library will be closed on
Lowry Dining Hall: a
L Bloom
The Replacement '
Few college students are lucky
enough to regularly dine in a five-st- ar
restaurant, in fact, I would guess that
most have never even been to a
restaurant where a Garcon-typ- e man
pulls out the chair for you, unfolds
your napkin and carefully places it
uxin your lap. Well I have a news-
flash ladies and gentlemen, you've
been experiencing a five-st-ar dining
restaurant all along LOWRY!
While maylx- - you have never had a
Ixiwry worker pull out a chair for you,
or place the cloth napkins that they
keep stashed in the back on your lap,
but did you ASK if they would?
Salad-B- ar Sam exclaimed that he
"would love to pull out a chair tor the
fine men and women of Wooster! Ask
him anytime!"
One of the better things about
Lovvry's fine dining experience is that
you get their superbly cooked food in
a relaxed setting. Who wouldn't love
to go to a five-st- ar restaurant in your
pajamas and not be stared at? Oh,
wait, you do go to a five-st- ar restau-
rant in your pajamas? .That's weird.
Irv at International said that he loves
being able to take his breaks and
enjoy the relaxed atmosphere created
by W(xster's dedicated students as
. well as enjoy the many fine dishes
that Lowry has to offer. His favorite
is taco day.
What's really wonderful and unique
to the "IiOwry experience" is that not
only are the cooks five-st- ar quality, but
so are the students. How many five-st- ar
restaurants do you know of
where you can walk around the whole
cafeteria (I mean restaurant) and
search for all the perfect toppings for a
pizza, then take them to the "Pizza"
station, where you give them to the
cook and they make it? I only know of
one IjOWRY. Sometimes Pam at
the Pizza station makes such gcxxl piz-
zas that other people take them
next season on E!, replacing the
currently airing show, "Pretty
Wild." "We're just thrilled about
the prospect of helping the com-
munity" President Cornwell com-
mented. ' 1
When asked if he 'Would be con-
tributing at all to the project the
president replied, "If Greeks are
somehow Involved than probably
not, but otherwise, yes." Despite
the president's approval not all
members of the college community
.are on board. Carson Pierce '10
commented, "I wouldn't want to
live with a bunch of townies, who's
to say they wouldn't steal things
from me or even try to hurt me."
Luckily, Res Life and the presi-
dent have worked out a plan. As it
was anticipated that problems such
as these would arise, the president
has offered to pay out of pocket to
cover any negative externalities
that the program may experience.
He is also donating the funds to
attach slides to the program's bunk
beds to encourage its participants
to get up in the morning. "It was
the least I could do," the president
Saturdays and Sundays.
"Closing on Saturdays and Sundays
also doubles as support for the more
religious groups on campus," said
Liquor. "Now we can save energy
while respecting the Sabbath." Liquor
added that Greenhouse collectively
decided to promote closing on
Saturdays and Sundays on the
grounds that they are the least popu-
lar days to visit the library. "No stu-
dents work on Sundays," Liquor said.
"Who would want to? It's the last day
to enjoy the weekend!"
"We actually have no evidence that
anyone uses the library," added
Greenhouse memler Tibby Lackler
'13. "Every time I go in there, it's eeri-
ly quiet."
Activities held in the library, such
as Goliard meetings and Writing
Center workshops, are currently
being arranged for relocation in
now that is classy.
Those of you who have been at
Wooster for three or more years
remember the terrible days when
Lowry was only accessible three times
a day a tragic monstrosity and a
tease, to say the least, to have a five-st- ar
restaurant so close and yet so
inaccessible if you had two breakfasts
and one lunch, leaving dinner behind.
However, in the wonderful year of
J(K)8, Lowry changed its ways. Now,
the "Lowry experience" is available as
many times a day as you would like,
granting that your swipes hold up.
Now ev eryone can graze the frivolous
amount of cereal, the endless salad
bar, the different yogurts and the vari-
ous quanitics of salad dressings. Not
to mention a gourmet deli. For vege-
tarians Ixiwry offers an entire vegetar-
ian bar where Vic, the vegetarian bar
master will be happy to serve you.
Don't want the Vegetarian bar?
Tough. Vegan? Unitnmm...
When asked for comment concern-
ing the Lowry dining experience,
President Grant Cornwell said, "I
w ish I could eat there all the time,
everything is so good and cooked so
well, but, in order to keep my mar-
velous figure, I need to stay away. I'd
eat everything!" he then stared off
into space and began to drool a little
bit, most likely day-dream- ing alxiut
the array of cookies Lowry has to
offer. "We never advertised Lowry
because we wanted our students to
enjoy all that it has to offer," said
Cornwell. "If the natives of Wooster
knew alxnit it, we'd have many of
them trying to sneak in, which could
prove dangerous."
Maureen Sill '10, said "I'm sxxxxx
sad to leave, I can't imagine going into
the real world and having to cook for
myself. I can't believe I have to leave
Invry behind. I've been sx)iled, and
now I'll have to live with Stouffer's
Ijisagna rather than Lowry Lasagna."
Clearly, Maureen lias a tough road
ahead of her. lwry's five-st- ar
1
"
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Above, proposed "Wooster Wild" Program house (Photo
courtesy AP).
expressed.
To increase participation in the
program Res. Life is refraining
from informing students of their
possible placement in the program
until the decision has already been
made. Director of Residence Life
Christie Kracker commented, "We
feel all students are equipped to
deal with the responsibilities that
this program house encompasses,
and who wouldn't want rto be on
TV?" Kracker will also be making
Bissman first floor lounge. 'This was
carefully thought out," said Liquor.
"We want to promote a 'work hard,
play hard' attitude on campus. We feel
that being able to do both in the same
building will really help us focus."
"The Goliard supports this 100 per-
cent," added Julian Daniels '10, the
Goliard's editor in chief. "We've been
meaning to get out of that dingy
office and move to somewhere more
scenic for years. But the publications
committee only cares about the Index
the school's legendary yearbook, so
our needs have always been put on the
back-burne- r."
Liquor stated that, once the praise
of the new library hours calms down,
Greenhouse plans on moving onto
their next initiative: Showerless
Saturdays.
"When you think about it, we waste
so much water showering regularly,"
local flare
IL
guest appearances on the show in
addition to Dr. Drew and Nicole
Williams, the life coach of the TLC
program, "Real Simple. Real Life."
As a spokesperson for the com
munity, Mayor Bob Breneman com
mented, "I think this is fantastic. It
will keep people off the streets and
on the College campus. Bridging
the gap between the College and
the city is important and helping
people overcome personal battles is
an even bigger concern."
to go green
diamond in the rough
f
s ru r
I -
.( w
added Greenhouse vice president
Elisha Getta '11. "It's so wasteful. I
hate showering."
' Other plans, tentatively scheduled
for the end of this semester and the
beginning of next, include compost-
ing the Holden Annex and disabling
all dormitory fire alarms. 'That'll save
so much energy. Really, when was the
last time one of the Holden or
Bissman fire alarms was pulled
because of a real fire?" added Fackler.
Those interested in joining
Greenhouse's noble efforts to reduce
the College's carbon footprint can
contact Liquor or Getta.
"I'm proud of all of the initia-
tives we've taken this year, and am
excited for what's to come," said
Getta. "The campus is still very
environmentally unfriendly. But I
believe that Liquor will make
everything better."
information about dining hours, please go
to http:www.wooster.eduStudent-Lif- e
Dining Location s-and-MenusLowry-D- ining-HallLowry-Men
u.
Above, Amy Tooolis '10 enjoys a gourmet meal at Lowry
(Photo by Sarah Harbottle).
relaxed dining experience has certain-
ly spoiled its students.
- For more information concerning tlu
five-st- ar meitu Lowry has to offer, or more
I am sure that by now most
have heard about the SeaWorld
trainer, Dawn
Brancheau, 40
who was killed
by my fellow
cetacean
Tilikum, a
whale whose
name means
Whal-- 6j "friend" in the
Native American language, Chinook.
As a member of the Seaworld family I
frequently came into close contact
with Tilly. There was always some-
thing different about him and the
news reports will back me up on this.
To me its alw ays seemed like Tilly had
his fins in a bunch. Dawn took a
chance on him, a--la ABBA, and it
proved fatal.
Dawn isn't the only one who has
been affected by Tilly's actions.
Captive whales everywhere especially
my fellow whale brethren, have
received a constant stream of nega-
tive attention since the whole ordeal
took place. Of course it doesn't help
that our species name is killer whale,
but I'm here to clear the air.
Since the incident happened I have
spent countless hours floating around
in my tank, thinking. I think alxiut a
lot of things new tricks and most-
ly fish that I want to eat but never
have I thought about a human I want
to eat. It's just not something we do.
I don't know what got into Tilly's
head that day and I don't find it appro-
priate to ask him, but his actions are
not representative of the entire cap-
tive whale community. I know I speak
for the rest of my pod here at
Seaworld in saying that it's a crime1
that we have been painted in the light
that has recently befallen us.
Rolling around in my tank, I often
extend my thoughts outside of my
tank, listening to the things visitors
have to say. Do they like my spots? Is
my skin slick enough? Were my tricks
up to par in my last show? But recent-
ly these thoughts have become things
of the past. Just yesterday while I
was practicing wagging my flukes, a
family came up to my underwater
observation window, "Did you hear
about the trainer?" the parents mur-
mured. "Don't get to close to the
glass, Timmy, those w hales kill peo-
ple," the father cautioned. Now, last
time I checked a whale has never
killed a spectator through aquarium
glass.
While getting our fins cleaned the
other day, Shamu and I discussed the
hit our reputations have taken since
the incident. "But what can we do
about it?" Shamu questioned. Getting
the word out on behalf of the whale
community seemed the best solution.
Coming from a "killer" whale it
might be hard to believe but we really
are the gentle giants of the sea.
I lumans read their newspapers every
day and see reports alxut murders
smeared across the headlines. The
actions of a few bad seeds aren't
representative of the entire human
race nor should the actions of one
bad marine mammal account for
the entire orca population.
If'hal-- i is an orca whale at
SeaWorld Orlando and can be reached
for comment in his tank on the premis-
es. For more information stop by his
underwater viewing tank or follow
him on twitter at
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Hipsters hurting hipsters: some can't handle the scarves
Lee McKinstrv
Totally Judging You Right Now
In the spirit of recent outreach
movements on campus, Peace By
Peace will be sponsoring a "Hipster
Awareness Week,". beginning
Monday, April 5. This event was part-
ly inspired by the recent onslaught of
Mipster-on-Hipst- er violence, Hipster
health concerns, as well as a total lack
of College community understanding
of these cardigan-cla- d constituents. -
The recent incidents of hipster
conflict came to a head last Tuesday
when an assault occurred on the
residential quad. Both parties
involved left relatively unscathed,
though numerous scarves were torn
in the scuffle and a pair of Ray Bans
were broken.
"It appears that one hipster assert-
ed that another had been to a
Nickclhack concert. The offended
party then claimed that the other did-
n't even know who Wes Anderson
was. It eventually seems to have dis-olv- ed
into an argument over who
liked Vampire Weekend first," said a
security officer. Attempted strangula-
tion by H&M scarf is said to have
occurred.
This event conies in the wake of
months of scathing glares between
hipster posses, increasing competi-
tions over headphone quality and an
all-o- ut brawl over flannel at the
Wooster Goodwill.
'At some point, we really have to ask
ourselves, 'when will it stop?' How
far are people w illing to go? And how
far can they, in pants that tight?" said a
representative from Peace By Peace.
"People don't understand the strug-
gles these hipsters go through. The
recent incidents can really be traced
back to a number of different factors,"
another representative continued.
.
One of these factors seems to be
fashion. A recent study has reported
that the increasing tightness of the
"skinny jeans" commonly worn by
hipsters is actually cutting off blood
flow to their lower extremities.
According to Stanford University, the
continued wearing of these pants
could lead to "restless leg syndrome,
fibromyalgia, shingles and, most com-
monly, the Black Death." In addition
to these concerns, physicians also cite
the use of "heavy, preferably vintage"
messenger bags as cause to a number
of back problems, including a London
hipster's recent, sprouting of a third
shoulder blade.
Another student, and former hip-
ster who chose to withold her name,
related a personal health scare.
'They told me I was being diag-
nosed with chronic irony. My friends
brought me in after they saw me
wearing an absitinence-onl- y t-s- hirt
while wearing a fanny pack, loafers,
and readingt, Jodi Picoult.ivuiui. There'siin-.on- w no
cure," she said.
These reports have been deemed
inconclusive, however, by the leader of
an guerilla Hipster organization that
chose to remain anonymous.
"This is exactly the same kind of
baseless propaganda they tried, to
sell to ravers back in the '90s when
they said parachute pants would
cause dementia. I wasn't buying it
then, and I'm not buying it now. I'll
tell you what I am buying gladi-
ator sandals. Those are so in for
spring."
This speaker's choice to remain
anonymous was copied by many
members of the hipster community,
who either asked to remain nameless
or acted incredulous and sarcastically
amused when identified as hipsters.
Sources say this can be linked back to
the belief within the community that
a hipster can never admit to being a
hipster, and must simply act mildly
uninterested and judgmental in the
face of such accusations.
Regardless of their apparent identi-
ty crisis, Peace By Peace hopes that
the hipsters will come in largely apa-
thetic droves to the "Awareness
Week's" events, which includes a
number of seminars, screenings and
craft activities.
"Hipsters can be found in a number
of booming metropolitan areas
New York City, Chicago and
Wooster,"iiumci, saidadiu them presidentpresident 01of reacPe e
Burton's Deathly Hallows a hit
... .....iin i Helenau,,l,.o n..i -- .. fi .1Nathan Comstock
Lord High Executioner
When I first heard the news, sever-
al months ago, that Tim Burton had
been chosen as the latest director in
the hugely successful "Harry Potter"
franchise, I have to admit I was some-
what skeptical. Having now seen the
film however, I have to
admit he was exactly
what the wizarding
world needed to give it
the proper sendotf.
When I first read
"Deathly Hallows," I remember won-
dering how they would deal with the
scene where I lermione disguises her-
self as Bellatrix LeStrange in order to
break into Gringotts. I have to say,
Burton's choice to move that scene to
the beginning of the film and have
Bonham-Cart- er nlav
I lermione for the entire rest of the
movie was inspired even if having
her on screen with the real Bellatrix
was a bit confusing at times.
I was saddened to hear that due to
injuries sustained in a barfight with
'Twilight's" Robert Pattinson, Daniel
Radclifl'e would not be returning for
the final film. I had
hoped they would be
able to find an actor
w ho could take on the
role convincingly, but I
I
nave to say I never
thought of Johnny Depp. Depp
brought an entirely new dimension to
Harry, crafting a more mature, con-
flicted persona. It was a risky choice,
but in the end I think it payed off
Burton's signature aesthetic was
perfect for the dark, brooding final
Ti A
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Depp's con.siderable and mature experience brings new
light to "the boy who lived" (Photo by AP).
t i
Ian Carlin '11 sports a grey-on-gr- ey
ensemble on a grey day,
matching the weather perfectly
(Photo by Linda Kuster).
film, with the moody lighting really
establishing the tone of the film
which kills off more than half of the
franchise's characters. Some of his
design decisions, however, seemed less
obvious. The decision to replace char-
acters who were originally rendered
in CGI with claymation creations was
kind of a mixed blessing it worked
very well for the house elves, but the
dragon was oddly non-threateni- ng.
There were some changes to the
script which I'm sure die-ha- rd fans
will stress over, but I personally
thought they brought a welcome
change from previous installments.
Voldemort's new zany, upbeat person-
ality, for example, seemed a bit of a
departure from his portrayal in earlier
films, but props to Ralph Fiennes for
pulling it off. The nightmarish cre-
ations populating his home managed
to keep him from getting so silly he
wasn't scary any more.
The King's Cross scene is probably
the area where the film diverged the
most from the source material
given Burton's obsession with the
afterlife, it's hardly surprising that
Harry would spend a con.siderable
portion of the film dead. I can't help
but feel that the ensuing musical num-
ber was a bit over the top. Still, the
combination of Micheal Gambon's
rich voice and Danny Elfman's score
was really a treat, and almost enough
to make you forget that this was sup-
posed to be a fairly serious scene.
All in all, Burton's film was certain-
ly an ambitious reinterpretation of
J.K. Rowling's tale, which I think even
die-ha-
rd fans will love. The adapta-
tion makes me so much more excited
for Burton's upcoming project
"High School Muiscal 4."
Wooster Street Style
The ever-changi- ng world of fashion is taking a turn for the .
comfy, as more and. more people are donning sweatpants. Roomy,
soft and oh-s- o sassy, these pantaloons make us wish every build-
ing was the gym.
Are sweatpants the next big thing to hit the runway?
I want to say that sweatpants are going to be the next big
trend. The versatility of sweatpants is awe-inspiri- ng. You can
roll out of bed, throw them on, you can workout in them, and
you can be just as stylish as me. Fashion is always looking for
that fine line between functionality and style. Sweatpants are the
perfect prescription for that problem. Cheap sweatpants come in
three bland colors blue, grey and black. Blandness is the fluores-
cent of the '80s, and the sizes are many. Best of all they are easy
to take off after a good night at the UG.
What's your number one rule for good style?
My numlxT one rule for good style is dullness. The ability to
be as dull and lifeless as possible. No major colors stick to grey,
black and dark Wue. I think my sweatshirt and sweatpants reflect
my rule for style. It is the ability to not stick out of a crowd but
to hide in it and kx)k like everyone else that makes fashion so
amazing.
By Peace. They are as
much a part of this
community as any
Bro, and deserve to be
treated as such. We
hope this week's
events will promote
understanding and
awareness between
students, regardless of f
their affinity for flan-
nel or disdain for the
federal government."
The week's events
will kick off with
Monday's Animal
Band fest, where stu-
dents will only be able
to listen to very-hi-p
bands who take cues
from zoology, like
Grizzly Bear, Wolf
Parade, Frog Eyes Hipster violence escalates quickly (Photo by
and Bowerbirds. Lee McKinstry, who was in no way involved).
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include techniques for avoiding carpal
tunnel from excessive music and fash-
ion blogging, whie Wednesday
includes a presentation by Rolling
Stone editor Jenny Eliscu entitled "Is
Animal Collective Really that
Good?", "The History of Hip:
Recycling the Same Trends Over and
Over," and "Want to Be an Indie
Chick? Get Bangs!" On Thursday, a
discussion will be held regarding
downloading tutorial, and a penny
drive for those hipsters in third world
countries who can't afford scarves.
Friday in Scheide, a presentation will
be held by Chuck Klosterman "The
Voice of Our Generation: Dave
Eggers or Thorn Yorke?" A compli-
mentary reception of PBAs and ciga-
rettes will be held afterwards. The
week will conclude with a concert on
the quad by a band that is so hip, no
w hich bands have sold out. an illegal one's even heard of thum wt
" j
Theatre to fool around
George Myatt
Fabulous
Lee McKinstry
Seriously not a hipster
Last Monday, the College of
Wooster Department of Theatre and
Dance announced that it is adding the
art of clowning to their curriculum.
The department will be officially reti-tle-d
as The Department of Theatre
and Dance and Clown and Mime. The
announcement comes from depart-
ment chair, Dale Seeds in a letter to
current theatre and dance majors and
minors.
Seeds outlined in his letter to
students that the move was
inspired by current trends in new
shows opening on Broadway in
New York City. "Due to the rise in
demand for actors and dancers that
are well-vers- ed in the art of mak-
ing people laugh or, well, dressing
up like a jester, the department has
decided to take immediate action to
implement the art of clowning into
the current curriculum," says
Seeds. In the fall of the next aca-
demic year, Seeds described what
new courses would be available to
students: "Comedy for the Camera,
Be Funnier than Alec Baldwin on
30 Rock," "How to be a GoodSad
Clown," "Make it Funny: Directing
Comedy for the Stage (and
Underwater)" as well as four addi-
tional courses in mime which are
yet to be named.
Over the summer, current theatre
and dance faculty members will be
traveling to Rome to study clown at
the International School of
Clowning, and New Alternative
Performance.
Seeds discussed in the announce-
ment that the faculty wants to "con-
tinue to add variety to our perform-
ance curriculum, as well as an out-
let for students to laugh their wor-
ries away when working on
Independent Study."
Not to be outdone by the clowns,
the underground Wooster Mime
League, known for their midnight
gesticulations on Beall Ave., peti-
tioned in December 2009 to be includ-
ed as part of plans to revamp the the-
atre and dance department. The
Mime League received word from an
anonymous tip that the theatre and
dance department was planning to
add clowning to their curriculum for
next year, and immediately petitioned
secretly to Seeds and other faculty
members to add the art of mime.
This resulted in the creation of a
mime class for theatre and dance and
clown and mime students this spring
semester. The head mime, a certain
Spaniard named Silencio, will be
teaching an Actor's Workshop Class ,
called "Miming And You: When To
Shut Up and Frame a Pretend Box
With Your Hands."
The class, which showed an admit-
tedly surprising outpouring of inter-
est from Wooster students, has
already run into a few problems.
"I didn't know it would be taught in
total silence..." said Malcom
Campbell-Tayl- or '13. "Silencio does-
n't even use a blackboard...well he
does, but its invisible."
In fact, Silencio requires total
silence from his pupils, a fact Jackie
Komos '1 1 learned the hard way.
"I said 'Hello' during the first day
of class. He dropped his chalk,
well, the invisible thing he was
holding, and started waving his
arms --around like crazy. I thought
he was having a seizure."
Silencio, when reached for com-
ment, outlined an invisible door with
his forefingers and slammed it in the
interviewers' faces.
"He's very temperamental," said
Seeds. "But all great artists are!"
Students also ran into trouble,
however, when they were given
their syllabus.
"It was a videotape. A cassette.
When we put it in, it was an hour-lon- g
film of him in a black room,
pulling some sort of invisible tug
rope." said Ashley Stockwell '12.
"Let's just say we're having some
trouble studying."
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Men's soccer looks to
Matt "Sick Flow" Yannie
Soccer Reject
After finishing an abysmal 4-1-0-1
(1-7-
-1 NCAC) this past season, the
men's soccer team will look to an
unlikely source to provide the spark
in next season's rebuilding. The
team has once again decided to tap
into the intramural levels of soccer
talent at the College in hopes of
finding the team's next star.
This time around head coach
Graham Ford and the Scots will look-t- o
a trio of rising sophomores to fill
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in some important spaces on the
team's already large roster.
Kurt Eicher '13, Taza Vercruysse
'Is and Tom Gilliss '13 will look to
step up from the games on the quad
to playing at Carl Dale Field next
season. The group of young intra-
mural talent will look to prove
themselves this spring during the
Scots' offseason training, in hopes of
making it to the big leagues in the
fall. Vercruysse expressed his excite-
ment about being given the opportu-
nity to play for Ford, stating that "I
just can't wait to get out there and
intramural teams for fresh talent. The teams hopes to
disappointing seasons (Image by Chris Weston).
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Viceports
improve with intramural recruits
show what I can do."
Both Eicher and Vercruysse expe-
rienced great success this fall with
perennial -- intramural powerhouse 7
O'clock Soccer. Gilliss, feeling that
he was not receiving his due amount
of playing time, transferred teams in
the middle of the season. After
beginning the intramural season
with the 7 O'clock squad, Gilliss
joined his older brother Tim Gilliss
'10 and made the move to Lunz, the
rival of 7 O'clock, and three time
champions of the intramural" A-Lea- gue.
.
Swimming
Scuba Steve
Action Hero
In an attempt to increase interest
in a relatively dead sport, the
NCAC has decided to incorporate
weapons into its swim meets. Items
such as Poseidon's trident, harpoon
guns, fishnets and tazers will be
incorporated into all NCAC swim-
ming competitions starting next
season.
"This is a great day for our
sport," said newly appointed NCAC
weapons coordinator and former
competitive swimmer Lee J. Thai.
"The incorporation of weapons into
swimming will increase its popular-
ity beyond parents of the athletes
and the occasional boyfriend or
girlfriend that has to attend when
they really don't want to."
In the past, swimming had been a
contact-fre-e sport. Any interfer-
ence with another swimmer result-
ed in their immediate disqualifica-
tion from not only that race, but
potentially the entire meet. These
new rules should help to restore
some masculinity to the sport.
-
Michael Saltzman '10 suffers
After a regular season split in
2009, Lunz buried 7 O'clock in the
championship for the third season in
a row after penalty kicks decided the
outcome. The rivalry that has
emerged between the two squads
over the. past four years has been
heated and evenly matched despite
the disparity in championship
results.
Eicher and Vercruysse, were essen-
tial elements to the success of 7
O'clock squad which experienced a
great surge of rejuvenated play
inspired by the team's younger play-
ers. The team, composed mostly of
seniors, looked to incoming talent
such as Eicher and Vercruysse as the
spark plug for a team that was des-
perately seeking its first intramural
championship.
Ford and the Scots have found
prospects in the intramural system
before, but none of the past players
never reached expectations and
eventually found their way out of
the program. Ford hopes this year's
prospects will prove more lucrative
for his struggling Scots than past
failures. The addition of Gilliss will
mark the first non--7 O'clock star to
successfully make the move to Ford's
team. Gilliss, having won an intra-
mural championship in his first year
at the College expressed a desire to
move on, saying "I feel I have
achieved everything I wanted to in
the IM game, now it is time for me to
take my skills to the next level."
As Gilliss, Eicher and Vercruysse
look to join the varsity squad next
fall the future of 7 O'clock remains
uncertain. With the majority of the
team's players graduating in May,
the tradition that began outside
Wagner Hall in '2006 will likely
attempts to boost interest
The plan is as follows each
squad will be given one trident, one
harpoon gun, five nets and two
tazer guns. The trident will only be
incorporated into the diving events,
with opposing squads allowed to
try and strike the divers while they
are in midair. If their throw hits
the diver, they still have to finish
their six-di- ve set, or they risk dis-
qualification.
The harpoon gun can be used
during any event, but only while
the person is fully submerged in
the water. If they are shot while on
the surface the shooter is given a
two-seco- nd deduction for each lap
in the event.
The nets can be thrown onto any
swimmer at any time to slow them
down. If they end up touching the
bottom of the pool they will be dis-
qualified.
Finally, the tazers can be used on
swimmers as they are about to dive
off of the starting blocks. If the
resulting seizure does not meet
that specific events stroke require-
ments,- the swimmer can be
Thursday,
April 1 7
move on witli them.
Captain and coach Sam VanFleet
'10 expressed frustration with the
results of his four years with the
team despite countless memories.-VanFlee- t
lias constantly com-
plained about never getting a cham-
pionship t-s- hirt, something which
surely would be of little use as
VanFleet is rarely seen wearing a
shirt.
After losing not only champi-
onships but other players to Lunz
over the past four years, VanFleet.
commented that the move of Eicher
and Vercruysse comes at little sur-
prise to him. The Scots have been
able to use the intramural system as
a development league, and VanFleet
expressed his hope for a little bit of
financial support. VanFleet said
that "it would be nice of Ford
would pay me a small transfer fee
for my best players, or at least take
me out to a nice dinner."
The road in front of Gilliss,
Either and Vercruysse is not an easy
one. If the trio makes the fall squad
they will likely be welcomed with a
spot on Ford's incredibly deep
bench, buried behind 1 returning
players and surely at least a halt
dozen incoming first-year- s.
Despite the long struggle ahead,
of the young intramural stars
Eicher and the bunch remain opti-
mistic. Eicher said "it's going to be
tough, but we are excited to prove
that intramural players can per-
form at the highest level."
Given the Scots' recent struggles
(4-13-
-1 in the NCAC over the past
two seasons) the addition of intra-
mural talent could be just what the
team needs to get out of last place
in the NCAC.
"This is the reason I am coming
to Wooster," prospective student
Gus T. Ortiz stated earlier this
week. "I was planning on going to a
swimming school that had a chance
at making nationals, but upon hear-
ing I could use weapons during
meets by going to Wooster, my
mind was practically' made up for
me. Who wouldn't want to murder
some Wittenberg University
swimmers?"
The move has spurred mixed
reaction. The NR. A fully supports
the move, sponsoring each team in
the NCAC. On the other hand, cer-
tain Wooster faculty members are
ojiposed to the move. They feel
that these weapons will encourage
violence on campus, and that they
will not lie able to contain it to
Bissinan Hall.
The NCAC officials are hoping
that the move increases both atten-
dance to the meets and participants
in the sport. Luckily for the swim-
ming teams, this move is not that
much of a gamble.
The attendance couldn't get much
lower, anyway.
Weston).
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from a harpoon injury following the establishment of the
new NCAC rules for swimming and diving (Image by Chris
8
Ezry fails
Bubba Blowhorn
Voice Public Address System
Last November, Wittenberg
University was declared the winner in
the inaugural Mascot Challenge
between arch-riva- ls the College of
Wwster and Wittenberg University.
In an NCAA hearing last month,
Wittenlxrg's crown was revoked.
Wittenberg's victory in the Mascot
Challenge was wiped from the books
after their once lovable mascot Ezry
tested positive for steroids. Ezry failed
a random drug test in accordance
with NCAA rules. The positive
steroid test nullifies Wittenberg's vic-
tory in the Mascot Challenge, but the
NCAA ruling has even more signifi-
cant implications for the Wittenberg
football program.
In 2010, Wittenberg's football pro-
gram went undefeated in the regular
season and won two games in the Div.
Ill playoffs before falling to the
University of Wisconsin-Whitewat- er
in the national quarterfinals. This was
the team's first trip to the playoffs
since 2(X)2, and its best finish since
2001. However, after Ezry's positive
steroid test, the NCAA voided
Wittenberg's 12 wins from the 2009
season, as well as the NCAC champi-
onship that came with them.
Further sanctions from the NCAA
are forthcoming Ezry's positive
steroid test is part of an ongoing
NCAA investigation. Recently, the
NCAA investigated Wittenberg's
graduation rate, which sits at 63 per-
cent and deemed that this category
"needs improvement." In contrast,
Wooster's graduation rate sits at
almost ho percent. NCAA investiga-
tors are also looking into allegations
that certain football players received
help on their SAT in order to meet the
already relatively low entrance stan-
dards at Wittenberg. This would ren-
der many of the players academically
ineligible. If allegations are found to
be true, the NCAA is expected to
charge the Wittenberg athletics
Female
The women of Wooster's ath
letic teams are
sporting a style
that sets them
apart.
In an attempt
to distinguish
their hard-cor- e
Dogg
athleticism from
their average collegiate counter-
parts, these women in sport have
vowed to don a sort of uniform off
the field: sweatpants and hoodies.
.
"When I'm in class, I'm think-
ing about playing field hockey.
When I'm in Lowry, I'm getting
Woods defends having affairs in Bissman
Tiger Woods
Sexaholic and Golfer
Tiger Hoods recently published an
apology letter regarding his transgres-
sions and apologizing for his extra-
marital affairs. His letter is asfollows:
Dear College of Wooster campus
and community,
Hopefully by my actions on the
golf course, you know who I am.
I'm quite arguably the greatest
golfer of all time, and contentious-l- y
one of the most dominant ath-
letes who has ever lived.
By now you're well aware that
I've been doing my share of sleep-
ing around. You're aware of my
many mistresses. You're aware of
my insecurities. And most impor-
tantly, you're aware that my moral-
ity has been and will always be tar-
nished. But Wooster, I've done
something else; and it isn't good.
I wish I had the inner strength to
make this easy to say, but here goes
nothing: I've slept with every mem-
ber of the Greek community living
in Bissman Hall. While this is cer-
tainly a relief to say and w hile you
may think this is worse than my
previous set of extramarital affairs,
I have my reasons. Wooster, I could
just not resist.
I started with the oh-so-sul- try
Sigs. Their masculinity and
destructive capability are too
steroid test,
department with a "lack of institu-
tional control."
The allegations are a tremendous
hit to the Wittenberg athletics pro-grai- n.
After the Wooster basketball
program has separated itself from the
Tigers with six consecutive confer-
ence titles and made the once staunch
rivalry one-side- d, football season was
the one thing Wittenlerg fans had to
look forward to. Now a dark cloud the
I C
Our reporters went to talk to
(Image by Chris Weston).
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athletes to
ready to practice. When I go out
on a Saturday night, Mike to be
comfortable. Why should I wear
anything else?" asked said field
hockey captain and stipcr star
Amanda Artnian '10.
Other athletes have cited the
sheer amount of athletic apparel
they own as' reasoning for their
laid-ba- ck look.
Simone DiSalvo '10 has been
playing soccer since grade school,
and has accumulated many shorts,
t-sh- irts and hoodies since then,
playing on her high school team
and at Wooster. "These clothes rep
tempting for any woman or man to
resist. Watching them on the foot-
ball field scored touchdowns with
my heart, and their powerful dis-
plays of masculinity in the weight
room made me blush. The Sigs
make me feel things I've never felt
towards a group of men before.
And I've been in the locker room at
Augusta National Country Club, if
you know what I mean.
My transgressions also led me
astray to the Theta hall, where
their sheer poise took my breath
away. They may be one of the
newest sororities on campus, but oh
boy, they didn't act like it. All I had
to say is I had hard liquor in my car
and I was golden. It was that easy.
Next, the Betas. Like me, the
Betas play golf, and more impor-
tantly, like to make sure everyone
on the campus knows they do.
Whereas I have endorsements, the
Betas have Polo half-zi-p sweaters,
popped collars and impeccably
pressed pants.
But unlike me, winner of major
championships, they perform in the
middle of the pack when it comes
to Div. Ill golf. Regardless, they
hooked me in with the expectation
of class, however it was only until
later my thirst for more high socie-
ty was finally reached. It could only
get better.
My inept and inebriated walk
around Bissman Hall during this
Thursday, April 1, 2010
Witt faces
size of Tiger alum Al Davis's ego has
hovered around the entire athletics
program.
.
'
One of the questions the NCAA
has begun to investigate is how Ezry
was supplied with steroids. While no
specifics have been verified, one
anonymous source points the finger
at Wooster alum Bob Dyer. Dyer,
pledged his allegiance to Wittenberg
after both of his children elected to
1
x
Ezry before he ripped off their
follow dress
resent the majority of my
wardrobe," she said. ' '
Others have taken a different
stance on the subject. "I'm a
Division III athlete and work hard
for my success on the field," said
Madalyn Myers '12 who said that
her clothing sets her apart from
other girls with their pearl ear-
rings and bow-ti- e headbands. "It's
an expression of who I am, and
field hockey is what I'm all about. I
don't want anyone to confuse me
with a sorority girl."
Starting this season, first-ye- ar
girls will be informed of the loose
strange time in my life took me the
sweltering hallway of the ladies of
Alpha Gamma Phi. So diverse. So
cultured. I just had to have it. Their
womanhood unmatched; their per-
sonalities so unique. They were, to
me, the LPGA of Wooster Greek
Life; and I'm pretty sure they could
beat Michelle Wie in a nine-ho- le
match.
Somehow I ended up in the base-
ment of Bissman, but being on the
Omega hall, I felt like I was on top
of the world. Their epic flows and
short-midd- y lacrosse sticks were
too much for me to handle, but
somehow I managed.
The music of Jack Johnson and
Widespread Panic scared me at
first, but their smooth words and
flashy handshakes made me feel at
ease. Also, much like the Omegas, I
hit my four-iro- n pretty well.
My transgressions in Bissman
Hall just couldn't stop. I ended up on
the hall of the lovely ladies of Pi
Kappa. Boy, was I in for a treat.
Although I had early tee times, I
spent many a late night learning
about the 'Nuts in more ways than
one. Their fantastic senses of humor
and their ability to sing about their
tradition are second to none. I now
know the reason behind the saying,
"nobody does it like a 'Nut.
Next, however sad this is to
admit, I ended up hanging with the
manly men of Xi Chi Psi. Of
sanctions
attend Wittenberg instead of their
father's alma mater. Dyer then put
out a promotional video as part of
the fall's Mascot Challenge, claiming
that he had "seen the light." As a
result, Ezry may not have just seen
the light, but has seen and sipped the
juice as well.
NCAA investigators are expected
to announce their findings in a hear-
ing next month.
arms in a steroid-induce- d rage
code
dress code outside of practices
and 1 games. Captains have
instructed them that hoodies and
sweatpants must be worn at all
times to show team unity and that
each team should travel around
canvpus in large packs.
Each sport team w ill have strict
attendance policies regarding
meals in Lowry on Saturdays and
Sundays during which the dress
code will be harshly enforced.
Those who do not comply with
team regulations will be subject
to sanctions, such as extra laps
after practice.
course, they drew me in with their
masterful abilities at Call of Duty
and Halo 3. But what impressed me
most was their knack to sing on key
at will and the incredible mental
capacity to recite to me the entire
Spring 1940 edition of the Batman
comic book. They latched onto my
inner nerd, and my sexual deviance
took over.
I then found my way over to EKO
hall. Their favorite color is green,
and just so happen to be one of the
best putters in the world. It was a
match made in heaven. Our pillow
talks consisted of green-keepi- ng
strategies, and I sure as hell
learned a thing or two about course
management.
Lastly, I wound up on Zeta hall.
All I had to do was follow the
sounds of Justin Bieber and Taylor
Swift it wasn't difficult after
that. After lying to them by saying
tights are a type of pants, I was in.
Oh, was that a month I'll always
remember.
It pains me deep down that I've
deprived the sanctity of my mar-
riage. I love my wife, but there's just
so much sensuality when it comes to
the groups in Bissman. Again, I
understand what I did was wrong,
but can you really blame nie?
Sincerely,
Tiger Woods
Wooster
Vice
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to play and be miiti s j.il in
lis league. In return for my i r- -
ormance, they have upheld tlieir
:nd of our combined pi. in to liil
the rosters with the best plawrs.
With young guys liKe Mo
Williams, Anderson Var'-jao- ,
Delonte West and Antawn
Jamison, as well as recently getting
jai k Zvdrunas Iigatt .has, we are
not only poised to mahe a big run
it this year's championship, but
more in the future. So, .seeing as I
have spent my entire career here,
and this is where I grew up, and
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